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FIG 1. SUCCESS IN REDUCING
AHI TO <5 AND <10

Appliance		

#Studies Mild

# Studies Moderate		

# Studies Severe

# Success AHI<5

# Success AHI<10

% Reduction AHI

TAP		0		2			4		3		3		78%
Herbst		0		3			1		0		2		51%
Somnomed

0		7			0		0		0		56%

Silencer

1		2			0		0		2		48%

Klearway

2		1			0		0		1		45%
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Hoekema 2007b 5.2		
50		
44.8		
Hoekema 2008a 4		
31		
27		
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20.4		
17.2		
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39.4		
31.6		
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Severity		
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9		
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84%
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72%
64%
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THE FUTURE:
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MORE COMFORT.
MORE INNOVATION.
MORE TONGUE

SPACE.

INTRODUCING dreamTAPTM FROM TAP SLEEP CARE.

AVAILABLE MARCH 2016
DREAMTAP FEATURES
Give your patients healthier, more comfortable sleep with dreamTAP - our newest, most comfortable and most
effective TAP Custom oral appliance.
• More tongue space for greater comfort
• Nickel-free, cobalt-chromium hardware
• Three hook sizes for greater range of adjustment
• Custom-formed soft liners for superior retention
• Patented, single-point, midline adjustment*

11 studies, TAP is the most validated oral appliance on the market.
*With over 40 independent peer reviewed

